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ABSTRACT

The shopping trends emerge into a new era by means of web services. Currently online shopping grabs everyone attention due to its vast technology implementation with easy methodology. On this way web creates wonderful online privileges for the customers. In this process the important factor to be discussed is providing automatic suggestion about the product or services to the customer by the system. But in real time business-to-business scenario two challenges are still in development stage such as complication of tree structure on items or user profile based on the item similarity measures. And another one is the existing online preference is indistinct which cannot be prominently used by the recommended methods systems. In this paper, we improved the user preference by proposing fuzzy tree-structured model in those preferences. The methodology behind this proposed system is comparing two tree-structured data and identifies their equivalent parts by means of considering the available information such tree structure, node attributes and weights. The experimental result on the dataset proves that the proposed methodology using fuzzy tree-structured user preference enables a valid demonstration on tree-structured items mainly in e-business applications. This system is also implies in developing a web based business partner recommender system in an effective manner.
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INTRODUCTION:

The modern life style and economical change puts roots to the electronic business by means of using internet. This makes the interaction by selling and buying products by the consumers. To enable this process in a well defined manner an automatic system is required to handle the product or services for the customers. Today’s trend has dealing with many e-business applications but those still with some basic drawback to be overcome. That to be developed in order to save the time as well as maintaining the accuracy of the business. In e – business application have a vast amount of data’s which can be stored, and retrieving the accurate one is more complicated among the applications by means of an automatic system is too tedious. To support this process various methodology is arise with common factor known as user preference. However by means of discussing with the user preference will not be a practical solution. This thought raises the evolution of tree structure. To be structure a fuzzy is implemented on the user preference tree structure strategy. In which web based environment is the technology based component that enables online discussion, data collection, resource sharing etc. By means of a customer details can be saves and new services can be predicted by the application. To do this various
algorithms were discussed in the research in which fuzzy is the most popular among those. Generally fuzzy deals with approximate instead of fixed or exact reasoning. It mainly works with the principle of 0 and 1 with range between completely true and completely false.

Before discussing this in detail fig 1 shows how the fuzzy how is applicable with the tree structure. In this the fig 1 illustrate that area is low and age is old means the price is low. Next the area is low and the age is new than the price is high. If the area is high and age is old then the price is high. Finally area is high and age is new then the price is high. Another thing which noticed in forming the tree structure is relationship, here were are considering user preference in e-business. Those details how is it matched by with and the decision tree model should be accurate and efficient. Some of the common drawbacks to be concentrated in this research work are the vast amount of information from the web creates overloaded problem and some of the methodology which are not applicable for the real time scenario.

RELATED WORKS:

For an enhanced online experience various techniques were evolved in which most discussed one is recommendation technique. These recommend based system supports web system by means of ranking system without the need of user’s [1][2]. This system is very effective in the case of information explosion in the most of the e-commerce we application [3]. In the early stage this system is deeply discussed for e-learning, e-tourism in those areas where recommendation of news, movies, books, videos, resources and real estate were analyzed [4][5][6]. The most popular three recommendation techniques are collaborative filtering (CF), content-based (CB) and knowledge-based (KB) techniques [7]. In which the commonly used recommendation technique is CF [8] [9], it enables to choose a choice of according to the opinion of similar person who share the same interest. This technique can be categorized into user-based and item-based CF approaches but the major drawback which makes this technique unpopular is data sparsity and cold-start (CS) problems. It occurs due to the insufficiency of number items to the number of ratings in the rating matrix. The reason for CS [10] [11] inefficiency is incapable of locating similar neighbor’s results in poor recommendation. This problem is known as new user problem which reflects in affecting the user who has small number of ratings or none. According to the CB recommendation techniques is it recommend the item which are previously prefer by the user [12] [13]. But here the items suffer from content dependence problem, overspecialization problem, and new user problems. The next technique is KB [14] [15] it does not have CS problem as the new user can obtained the recommendation using the knowledge of her or his interest. But it has the scalability problem as it needs more time and effort in estimating the similarities when dealing with the large cases. To overcome these limitations a combined approach is required this
raise the evolution of Fuzzy set theory and
techniques for handling the uncertain issues in
recommendation problems. According to the
previous research on fuzzy set [16] [17][18] the
user preference is used but incomplete and
uncertain information are still in development
stage. Most of the recent researches are focused
on fuzzy user preference with vector
representations accordingly. On handling of
excessive information’s in business – to-business
e-services [19] [20] that collects enormous
amount of information on web which leads to the
information overloaded problems. This form due
to its complicated structure and best known
method for rectifying this problem is tree
structures [21]. For the most of the applications
to enable a prominent tree structures a huge
research is undergoes on tree similarity measure
[22], tree isomorphism [23], and sub tree
matching problems [24]. Among these the tree
edit distance model is the effective method on
comparing with structures of ordered or
unordered labeled trees. This results in a
graphical specification [25] in labeling two trees
which analyze considered tree structures, node
attributes, and weights. But these approaches are
failed to solve the fuzziness problems in tree-
structured data.

EXISTING SYSTEM:
The existing uses Fuzzy set with user
preference and item features as Fuzzy with
recommendation system is well applicable in
handling the imprecise information. In this
technique the item feature and user’s intentional
preferences is used as the basic preference
module. This method defines the item sets and
values for further processing. The Fuzzy set
evaluate the similarity by means of four factors
such as fuzzy set theoretic, cosine, proximity,
and correlation-like. In which the user
preference describes the positive and negative
feelings from the user set. Then the user
similarity is computed using fuzzy relational
calculus with item preferences to the item
similarity relations.

![An architecture using Fuzzy based user preference](image)

In the above fig 2 the user preference is
gathering by means of detail observed in the
feedback section. The user preference store the
details by means of following properties that
determines the relevant personal information
such as age, marital status, gender and
educational level, etc. As those details are
processes for similarity measure by applying
fuzzy relationship calculus.

The Fuzzy relation can be explained by term of
max-min composition then,

\[ E(x,y) = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{when } x=y \\ 0 & \text{when } x\neq y \end{cases} \]

It satisfies the following condition such as;

- It exist in the one first member and at most
  one last member
- It may exists several maximal members and
  several minimum members
- In certain case a first member exists then
  only one minimal member exists otherwise
  it’s identical to the first member
Rather than a last member exists, then only one maximal member exists and it is identical member. Here the user preference information can be obtained by two ways such as extensionally and intentionally. In which extensionally means the information based on previous experience and intentionally means the information what they desire during items which are in under consideration. But the fuzzy methods on this approach are not effective in fuzziness problem when dealing with large amount of data’s according to the real-time applications. Moreover the vector representations of Fuzzy user preference details are not suitable for structured data. And it’s not effective in making the recommendations for personal users. It is more complicated for a user to express their interest in an item with exact numbers in business-to-business environment.

**PROPOSED SYSTEM:**

We proposed a fuzzy tree-structured user preference technique with personalized recommendation approach to overcome the above mentioned problems. In fuzzy user preference tree structure, the tree structure has the value based on the user preference with corresponding attributes. The each sub tree in the tree structure states about certain aspects with finer features.

The above fig 3 shows clearly how the algorithm works and each sub tree defining similar aspects according to the corresponding values which was calculated by the fuzzy relational calculus.

**Fuzzy Preference Tree-Based Recommendation Approach:**

In this algorithm it intends to cover both the user’s intentionally expressed preference and their extensionally expressed preference from the user items. It form the structure based on two factors such as matching the corresponding the parts and rating by prediction on user targeted item using user preference aggregations. Next the two trees are mapped using conceptual similarities between the corresponding parts of two trees with fuzzy preference.

- Here the user’s fuzzy preference tree is mentioned as $T_u$ and the item tree $T_i$
  - The maximum conceptual similarity tree mapping between $T_u$ and $T_i$
  - Then both trees are weighed equally and constructed by merging $T_i$ into $T_u$
  - The tree operation is done and the merging is defined by $M_{u,i}$
  - Next the function pr ($\cdot$), that takes the fuzzy preference tree and similarity tree mapping as input

Then it works as follows;

![Fig 3: Fuzzy tree structure with user preference.](image-url)
IMPLEMENTATION METHODOLOGY:

In this the initial stage is preparing the database, here we use movie data base which is processed in proposed algorithm to achieve the accuracy as compared to the existing system. The system developed in a java platform using Netbeans IDE with MyS ql as the database. It also includes JSF, EJB, and JPA frameworks to achieve the expected result.

1. \( mc \leftarrow \text{MatchedChildren}(t_u[j], M_{u,j}) \)
2. if \( v(t_u[j]) = \text{null} \) and \( mc = \text{null} \)
3. return 0;
4. else if \( v(t_u[j]) \neq \text{null} \) and \( mc = \text{null} \)
5. let the preference value be \( \tilde{p}_{uj} = \{ f_{1,uj}, f_{2,uj}, \ldots, f_{r,uj} \} \)
6. return \( \sum_{k=1}^{r} k \cdot f_{k,uj} \)
7. else if \( v(t_u[j]) = \text{null} \) and \( mc(t_u[j]) \neq \text{null} \)
8. return \( \sum_{t_i[j_i] \in \text{mc}} w_i \cdot pr(t_i[j_i], M_{u,i}) \)
9. else if \( v(t_u[j]) \neq \text{null} \) and \( mc(t_u[j]) \neq \text{null} \)

\[
\beta_j \cdot \sum_{k=1}^{r} k \cdot f_{k,uj} \\
+ (1 - \beta_j) \cdot \sum_{t_i[j_i] \in \text{mc}} w_i \cdot pr(t_i[j_i], M_{u,i})
\]

Preprocessing:

The prepared database is loaded to the system setup in which it contains two set of database such as user information as well as the movie information’s. After this process it removes unwanted words in the database until getting a raw data without affecting the whole process. By means of doing it there is possibility of accuracy, de-duplication and achieving enhanced time consumption.

Interpersonal Effect:

Here the relationship submerges with user personality by the information provided during the pre-process. The main intention of this process is reducing the size of the entire database. It contains the information like user request, his online shopping details, and his movie or product preference. The topic he/she is choosing along with recommendation sharing on the social ratings is considered for analysis. Thus by means of this gathered information a well structured keyword is obtained and used for the recommendation systems.

Recommendation System:
In this section, the obtained keyword is used for filtering to categorize the main class and sub classes. Then the rating preference which was given by the user for a product or topic is taken into count for process. Then the similarity measure is calculated by comparing the similar and dissimilar records collected from the user's which was obtained during the earlier process.

**Collaborative Filtering:**

According to this method a complete filtration is done by combining the information’s from multiple agents, viewpoints and data sources. Based on this a certain entropy rate confirms the user details and categorized as separate entities. In later stage each entity is tree structured by means of the relationship using the Fuzzy preference algorithm. The accuracy is obtained by the finding the user sharing the same preference for those items under rating pattern. By combining this information’s each main tree and sub trees are structured which are combined in resulting a finite tree structured with maximum accuracy when compared to the traditional methods as discussed earlier.

6. RESULT AND DISCUSSION:

Fig 5: User database

In fig 5 to extract the user detail for analyzing user preference their details are collected by means of fame work. In which it is categorized into existing user and new user by means of doing this only authorized users can access and their social network profiles is calculated for analyzing the online rating to preference in a secure manner. To do this a database is prepared with collection of movie list with their attributes and categorized according to the journals. The fig 6 shows such a database is prepared and loaded for processing. It has the attributes like what the movie about under which category, when it is screened its size then rating, etc. In the same manner as per fig 5 during preprocessing user details like location, age, occupation and gender etc can be collected which is used for future progress.
Fig 7: Collaborative approach based on preprocessing on recommended system

As discussed the result from preprocessed on recommended system are taken and processed under collaborative technique. The fig 7 show the result of that methodology it then process into fuzzy based tree structure based on user preference which match the similarity of user detail with movie details along with social network information. Then fuzzy relational calculus algorithm is applied to obtain a best result on user preference. In fig 8, it shows the result of user searching in an online search engine with preference which also gives the detail about total no of relevant results based on the similarity.

Fig 8: Result of user preference based on proposed algorithm

Fig 9: Final result obtained

The fig 9 shows clearly the effectiveness of fuzzy based tree structure using user preference, here the user preference from the feedback gained by social networks gather as shown in fig 8 a best result is gained by achieving the accuracy and minimum time consumption according to the user search. This proves the proficiency of our proposed system is much better than the existing system in maintaining the accuracy at a maximum level.

CONCLUSION:

This paper proposes a fuzzy tree-structured user preference modeling method by separating the uncertainty and develops a new recommendation approach using users extensionally and intentionally expressed preferences. The data collection is collected from the real time scenario in order to achieve a better matching method for identifying the corresponding parts in the database. It takes the user similarities from the feedbacks and sharing of recommendation on the social rating as a main source. By using this valid detail an efficient user preference is modeled and computed in a Fuzzy to achieve an overall structured tree. The experimental result according to the real-time data proves the improvisation of the proposed system is far better than the existing system. The future worked is carried in the motto of achieving an efficient method in identifying business groups and make group recommendations with similar features and characteristics.
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